Given a finite alphabet Z, we give a simple characterization of those Gd subsets of Z" which are deterministic w-regular (i.e. accepted by Biichi automata) over Z and then characterize the w-regular languages in terms of these (rational) G6 sets. Our characterization yields a hierarchy ofw-regular languages similar to the classical difference hierarchy of Hausdorff and Kuratowski for 4 i seti (i.e. the class of sets which are both Fo, and GA.). We then prove that the Hausdorff-Kuratowski difference hierarchy of d i when restricted to o-regular languages coincides with our hierarchy. We obtain this by showing that if an w-regular language K can be separated from another w-regular language L by the union of alternate differences of a decreasing sequence of G6 sets of length n, then there is a decreasing sequence (of length n) of rational Cd sets such that the union of alternate differences separates K from L. Our results not only generalize a result of Landweber (1969) , but also yield an effective procedure for determining the complexity of a given Muller automaton.
Introduction
In this article we show an interesting connection between classical descriptive set theory and automata theory. It is a well-known result in classical descriptive set theory, due to Hausdorff and Kuratowski, that a subset of a complete, separable, metric space is both Fo6 and Gda (i.e. a countable intersection of F, sets and a countable union of Cd sets) iff it can be expressed as the union of alternate differences of a decreasing sequence of G6 sets. This characterization yields a hierarchy of 0304-3975/92/$05.00 b 1992-Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved differences for 4: sets (i.e. sets which are both F,,: and Cd,,) (cf. 13, Section 371). We shall show how the Hausdorff-Kuratowski hierarchy gives rise to a natural hierarchy of the class of sets of infinite strings (over an alphabet) accepted by an automaton.
The infinite behaviour of finite automata has been extensively studied and investigated (see e.g. [2, 51) . Given a finite alphabet C, an to-lunyuage LcC '" is called to-regular if there is a finite (Biichi) automaton j N over Z that accepts L (see definition below). In case c N can be chosen to be deterministic, then L is said to be a deterministic w-regular language. It is a well-known result of Bi_ichi and McNaughton (cf.
[a])
that the class .& of to-regular languages (over a fixed alphabet C) is the Boolean closure of the class of deterministic to-regular languages which form a very small subclass of .9. This suggests that an (u-regular language can be expressed in terms of deterministic ones. Now, a deterministic to-regular language can easily be shown to be a Cd subset of C"', where z'" is equipped with the product of discrete topologies. In this article we first characterize these Cd sets (and call them rational GB) and then show that L is o-regular iff there is a decreasing sequence of rational G;, sets G,,~G,~~~~~G,, such that
L=U (ci-G,.,: i < II & i an even integer),
(when n is even G,,, , is taken to be the empty set). This characterization clearly gives rise to a 'ditference hierarchy' of .iA (of length &,) that is analogous to the HausdorffKuratowski difference hierarchy of sets in d y. Since the Biichi-McNaughton theorem easily shows that .#'AE 4 :. the Hausdorff ~Kuratowski hierarchy restricted to ./A yields another hierarchy of differences for 9. A natural question that arises is whether these two hierarchies are the same. We shall show that the two hierarchies are. in fact, identical. This, incidentally. generalizes to every level of the difference hierarchy, a result of Landweber [4] which states that an to-regular language is Gli iff it is deterministic and. hence, rational Cd. These two seemingly different definitions yield the same hierarchy, suggesting that the hierarchy of differences for the class of (u-regular languages is a natural one. As is usually the case. we obtain our result via a separation theorem. Specifically, we prove that if K and L are two disjoint (u-regular languages over Z and GO 2 G, 2 ... 2 G,) is a decreasing sequence of Cd sets (in 1") such that u id,!. i CVC,, ( Gi-Gi+ , ) separates k' from L. then there it a decreasing sequence of r.ationu/ Cd sets HO 2 H, 2 t.. 2 H,, such that K is separated from L by A salient feature of our proof is that it yields (i) a hierarchy of Muller automata (see definition below); (ii) an algorithm to decide, given a Muller automaton .N and an integer II, whether the language L(.N) accepted by .N is in the rrth level of the hierarchy or not: and, finally, (iii) an algorithm to determine, given a Muller automaton. N, the least integer II such that L(. N) is in the rtth level of the difference hierarchy (see also [4] ).
Furthermore, we also show that the difference hierarchy is a strict one i.e. does not collapse, thus showing that the hierarchy of differences is finer than what is available in the literature.
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Preliminaries
By an automaton over a finite alphabet C we mean a triplet JS! =( Q, sO, 6) where Q is a finite set of states, sO~Q is the initial state and 6: Q x C-+Q is the transition function or next-state function. The natural extension of 6 to the set C* of finite strings over C is denoted by 6*. ). It is also well-known (cf. [2] ) that an w-language LC Z" is w-regular iff there is a Muller automaton (JY, 9) over C accepting L, i.e.
L={LzEC~: .A!' accepts c( with respect to ,F}.
In case of finite strings, we say that a finite string weC* is accepted by the automaton (Q, so, 6, F) if 6*(so, w)EF. Analogously we say that a language X E Z* is regular if there exists an automaton (~&', F) such that x=(w~C*: (C&',F) accepts w}.
The Eilenberg limit X of a language X L C* is defined by X= {aECU: x[i]EX for infinitely many integers i}.
Topological considerations in the space Z" will always be with respect to the product of discrete topologies. It is easy to check that C" is a compact metric space with the metric LE defined by The following characterization of Ga sets, due to Landweber [4] , will be needed.
The difference hierarchy of .s'
We first characterize those G8 sets which are deterministic to-regular.
Definition. Let C be a finite alphabet. A set (c/j-language) L c 1'" is called rational Gd if there exists a decreasing sequence of regular languages X0 2 XI 2X, 2 ... ; Xi _C I* such that Xi-Xi+ 1 is finite for all i, r)i?oXI=@ and L=nj",XiC'".
Clearly, a rational Cd set is Gs in Z" when equipped with the product of discrete topologies.
The following proposition characterizes rational G6 sets. 
where Iu/ denotes the length of u. Let k>j be an integer such that
Since i is arbitrary, it follows that ZE~~~~~X~Z'"=L. (ii)+(iii): Suppose L= .? for some regular language XCZ* and let .I! be a deterministic (Biichi) automaton accepting X. Since L = 2, it is easy to see that L is the set of all infinite strings over C accepted by ,N.
(iii)+(i): Suppose the co-language L is accepted by a deterministic Biichi automaton (4'. Let X CC* be the set of all finite strings accepted by .I'/'. Define, for each n30,
Clearly, X,'s are regular and decreasing, fin 2 O X,, = 8 and for all tl, X, -X, + I is finite. Moreover, one can easily check that L= n~zOXnC'U. q
Proposition 3.2. Rational Gd sets ure closed under.finite union und,finitr intersection.
Proof. Since for any two languages X, Y C Z *, ~U?=G it follows that rational Gd sets are closed under finite union.
One can directly show that the intersection of two deterministic o-regular languages is a deterministic o-regular language. But here is a short proof. Let L, and L, be two rational G, sets. Plainly, L1 n L2 is Cd and also o-regular. Hence, by a result of Landweber [4] (stated in the introduction) L, n L2 is deterministic and, therefore, rational Cd.
We now state our characterization result.
Theorem 3.3. Let
LGZ" he an o-language on a finite alphabet C. Then the following are equivalent: 
Proof. (i)-+(iv): Let A? be the collection of o-languages
L E C" that can be expressed as the union of alternate differences of a decreasing sequence of rational Gs sets as in (iv) above. Clearly, 99 contains all rational G6 sets. We shall show that g is a Boolean algebra.
(1) 1 is closed under complementation. To see this, let L= UiCn,i even (Gi-Gi+l), where G,?G, ... zG, are rational Gs sets. To fix ideas, let n be odd. Then
Since Z"' is rational Gg, it follows that C"-LEA.
(2) 99 is closed under finite union. We shall first show that if L1 ~59 and L2 is the difference of two rational G8 sets, then L,uL~E.@. The result then follows by induction on the number of expressions of the form X1 -X2, where X,, X2 are rational G6 sets.
So let L,=(Go-G1)u(G2-G3)u~~~ u(G,_~-G,),
where G02G1~~~~~G, is a decreasing sequence of rational G6 sets (for simplicity, we have taken n to be odd). Let L2 = Ho-H,. This completes the proof of the implication
is trivial. (ii)-(i) follows from the fact that rational GB sets are w-regular and the class .8 of to-regular languages is a Boolean algebra.
This completes the proof of the theorem. n Thus, ,'A1 is the class of rational G, sets, 2, is the class of all co-regular languages which can be expressed as the difference of two rational Cd sets and so on. Plainly, .X,E.?A~C.?A~C..-and .#= u "A,. ,I? 1
In Section 6 we show that this hierarchy does not collapse
Remark. Let c.Xr denote the class of (u-regular languages whose complements are rational G;, sets and set A difference hierarchy in terms of c~losrtl (u-regular languages. analogous to the above, can be obtained for the class d, (cf. [l] ).
The Hausdorff-Kuratowski hierarchy and the difference hierarchy of d
As already mentioned earlier, Kuratowski [3, Section 37.1111 has shown, using a result of Hausdorff, that a set A in a complete, separable metric space X is both Fo6 and Gba (i.e. a countable intersection of F, sets and a countable union of Cd sets) iff there is a countable ordinal /J < w1 and a decreasing sequence of Cd sets { G,: i < cl> in X such that (For instance, LEAK iff L is w-regular and the difference of two G6 sets). The 6,,'s yield another hierarchy of differences for d which is obtained by simply restricting the Hausdorff-Kuratowski difference hierarchy to 9. We show that this hierarchy coincides with the difference hierarchy introduced in Section 3, i.e. we show that, for all n31, &=gn.
(The result for n = 1 is due to Landweber [4] ). Since rational Cd sets are Gg, it follows trivially that .%?,C5', for all n> 1.
The reverse inclusion will be established via a separation theorem.
First, we need the following definition.
Definition. Let d=(Q,so,s)
be an automaton on C. For UEC* and ~EQ, let R(q, u) be the set of states of ~'2' which are entered while & reads the finite string u starting from the state q. Thus,
O<iblul},
where / u 1 denotes the length of u.
We set cK,={R(q,u): UEZ*, u a nonempty string and 6*(q,u)=q}.
If 9 cP(Q), we define the cyclic closure of 9 relative to .& written $H (or .&if ,K is clear from the context) as follows:
for some qeQ, Fl~9-ncA~ and F2~hlq}.
The Muller automaton
(/ l'i, 9 ) is said to be c~~le-closed if ,gN ~9. The following is due to Landweber [4] .
Theorem 4.3. Let J=( Q, s,,. 6) be czn uutomaton on un cllphuhet C und .& the cqvlic closure of.3 'Y(Q). Then L( (C N, .$)), the tu-regular lunguuge accepted by the Muller uutomaton (. N, .@). is deterministic and, hewe. rutionul G,.

In purticulur, if'(~ N, .P) is c!~cle-closed. L( (. I'/, 3)) is II rationul Gd set.
We now prove the main result of this section. Our proof generalizes the techniques of Landweber in 143. We shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let L1 s L2 s Z:'" he two wregulur lunguuyes on an ulphuhet Z. Then there exist un automaton L I'/' = (Q, s,, , 8) on C und two,fitmilies 5,) T2 ofsubsets of'Q such that 9, ~9~ and L1 =L((.fl..F,)); Lz=L((.N,.B,)).
Proof. Let A1 =(Q1,~l,K1,Z1) and J&!Z=(Q2,~z,62,~42) be two Muller automata on Z accepting L, and L2 respectively. Put
Q=QlxQz>
%=(P1,Pz)3
where n, and 7r2 denote the projections onto Q1 and Q2, respectively. It is easy to check that FI cF,, (Q,s,,c?,~,) accepts L1 and (Q,so,~,~~) accepts L2. 0
Theorem 4.5. Let K and L be two disjoint o-regular languages on Suppose there is a decreasing sequence { Gi}l=, of Gs sets in C" such
lli<n is even;
(iii) Gin K s Gi+ 1 if i < n is odd; and (iv) G, n L = 8 or G, n K = 0 according as n is even or odd. an alphabet C. that Then there is a decreasing sequence { Hi)r=, of rational Gs sets such that (i) KsH,; (ii) HinLEHi+l if i<n is even; (iii) HinKCHi+l ifi<n is odd; and (iv) H,nL=@ or H,nK=@ according as n is even or odd.
Proof. We prove the result for n even -the proof of the case when n is odd is similar. So, assume that Go? G1 2 ... ?G, are G, sets satisfying the hypotheses (i)-(iii) of the theorem together with (iv) G,n L=0. By Lemma 2.1, fix X,cZ* such that Gi=Xi, i=O,l,..., n. Similarly, for i < n, i odd, we have
By
HinKSHi+,.
To complete the proof it remains to show that H,n L=@ To obtain this, it suffices to show that .Y,, nY=@ We claim that for each rn<< the following holds. Fix finite strings xi (1 <i < n + 2) in C* such that Find n2 large enough so that UX;'?C~X;~ has a prefix u'EX, whose length is greater than ux;'xz. Proceeding thus, we obtain an increasing sequence of integers { ni} such that UX;'X2X;zXZ . . . has infinitely many left-factors in X0 and, hence, ux;' x2x;2x2 . . is in GO. Take ui = x'j'xz. This proves (**)*. So, assume ( **)m, m < n, holds. We shall prove (**)m+ 1. To fix ideas, let m be odd.
By (**)m, for every u such that a*(~,, u)=p, there is a sequence {pi} in C* such that and a left-factor of uzr of length greater than u is in X,,,.
By replacing u by uzr x,,,+~ the above argument again yields a string z2 such that S*(p,z,)=p,R(p,~~)=F,u ... uF,,,+~ and a left-factor of UZ~X,,,+~Z~ of length greater than uz 1 x, + 3 is in X, + 1. Proceeding thus, we obtain a sequence { zi} in
for all i; and (iii) the infinite string uzl x,,,+~z~x,,,+~ ... has infinitely many left-factors in X m+ 1 and, hence, it is in G,+ 1. Now, setting Wi=ZiX,+a, i>,l, we obtain (**)m+l. This completes the proof of (**)m for all m G n.
To complete the proof of the theorem, obtain UEZ* such that 6*(s0, u)=p (without loss of generality, we assume that every state is reachable from the initial state so). By (**),,thereisasequence{uijsuchthat6*(p,ui)=p;R(p,ui)=F,u...uF,+2=Fand the infinite string uu 1 u2 . . . is in G,. Since n is even, G, n L = 8 and, hence, uu 1 u2 . This completes the proof.
A hierarchy of Muller automata and some decision problems
The . until an integer n is found such that 9,~9 in case n is even or 9",n@ =8 in case n is odd (such an integer n always exists!). When such an n is found, we conclude that the given Muller automaton (A', 9) is in A,. Furthermore, there is an effective procedure for obtaining .I,'s from A' (cf. [4] ) and, hence, there is an effective procedure for obtaining each Bi from ( A$', 9). Thus, there is an effective procedure for deciding the complexity of (_@, F). The above arguments yield the following theorems. 
Noncollapsing of the difference hierarchy
In this section we show that the difference hierarchy of 9 does not collapse, i.e. we show that, for every n 3 1, We shall need some well-known techniques from descriptive set theory. It is not hard to check that ,j'is continuous. Now, We now prove Theorem 6.3. Proof. Fix n> 1. We shall exhibit a set in J9,, which is not in 9i for i<n.
Given n strings R,,, CX~, . . . . r,_ 1 in (0, l}", let @JIi Zj denote the string defined as follows. 
Intuitively,
A' consists of n automata run "in parallel" recording the letter being read, with only one automaton active at a time. The (n+ 1)th coordinate k indicates which of these n automata is being activated. It is quite routine to check that the o-language accepted by (A, 9) is Kj. This shows that Kj is o-regular. Since Ls is G;, it follows that Kj is also Cd.
By (l), (2) and Landweber's theorem (Theorem 4.7 with n =O), it follows that each Kj is rational Gg. Thus, the set Kzu(Kj-Kj+r:j<nandjeven] is in 1,.
To conclude the proof we show that This shows that every set in 9, is Wadge-reducible to K. Hence, by Lemma 6.2, K is not in Yi, a priori, not in 8i for i < n.
This completes the proof of the theorem. F
